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new things. When students focus    on the process (e.g., hard work or trying new strategies)
 that leads to learning rather than only on outcomes, it fosters a mindset that allows them to





4  Dweck, C. (2015). Carol Dweck Revisits the Growth Mindset. http://www.edweek.
 org/ew/articles/2015/09/23/carol-dweck- revisits-the-growth-mindset.html
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INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
1B.    Students manage transitions and changes in routine.
 "I feel ready for transitions and can show I am adaptable to change." 
























































































































































































































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
2B. Students recognize personal strengths. 
  "I am aware of my strengths."




























































































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
2C. Students demonstrate self-efﬁcacy.  
 "I am capable of learning."
































































































































































































































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
3B. Students recognize life stressors and have strategies to manage them.  
"I can recognize situations that make me feel stressed and take appropriate steps to change them." 






















































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
3C.   Students practice personal responsibility.
 "I can take responsibility for my actions."







































































































































































































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
4B. Students understand teamwork and works with others.  
 "I will use active listening skills to communicate with others."









































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
4C. Students apply conﬂict management skills.  
 "I will use assertive communication to resolve conﬂicts cooperatively."
























































































































































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
5B. Students demonstrate care and concern for others.  
 "I build relationships showing care and concern for others."








































































































































































































































































































































































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
 6C. Students analyze, synthesize, & evaluate the thinking process.
"I know how to identify problems and ﬁnd creative and positive solutions to them." 














































 2. Learning goals. Teach students to
 set individual growth mindset/
 learning goals. To help students focus
 on learning goals, explain that these
 goals are stated posi vely and
 typically express one of these three
 items:
➤   I will learn to...
➤   I will be able to...



















































































































































































































































































































INDIANA SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCIES 
 7C. Students accept constructive feedback.
 "I am trying to learn from the feedback that others give me."

































































































































































































































































1. All students will take turns creating a rhythm which everyone will mimic. This develops a
supportive environment from the beginning and also gets everyone involved.
2. To start the storytelling phase, it is best to begin with the teacher, a school counselor, or a
respected older student. By doing so, it helps make this a safe experience and demonstrates the
sharing of a personal story. Explain to students that everyone is welcome to share, but no one will
be forced to share.
3. Remind students of the group agreement.
4. Invite everyone to share something special and/or unique about himself/herself.
5. After everyone has had a chance to share, individuals can then share, if comfortable, either a
difﬁcult period of time or a diverse quality about himself/herself that he/she is proud of and wants
others to know about himself/herself.
6. Remind students again that no one will be forced to participate and always be respectful when
people choose to share a personal part of their lives.
7. After everyone has shared that wants to do so within the drum circle, all students will work
together to develop a group rhythm that supports all story tellers and can be used to de-escalate,
calm participants, and honor the stories shared.
8. Closure can include everyone sharing a positive story, word, note, with the chosen group rhythm
or a new upbeat rhythm.
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Appendix C: Social-Emotional Learning Comparison 
Infographic 
The infographic below outlines how the Indiana Social-Emotional Learning Competencies connect 
with CASEL's SEL standards.  
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